Thesis proposal (2020-2023) at ICB/Photonics Department: 

Ultrafast multimode fiber lasers

Fiber lasers are in constant development, as they combine numerous advantages, such as high efficiency, excellent beam quality and brightness, flexible cavity design and power scalability. They can be designed to generate ultrashort pulses with applications in medicine, spectroscopy, LIDAR, material processing and so on. Ultrafast fiber lasers also constitute a unique platform to test a variety of pattern formations and complex dynamics, such as optical soliton molecules, crystals, extreme waves (optical rogue waves) – a fundamental research area where we have a leading expertise [1,2].

Until recently, it was thought that ultrashort pulse generation required a laser cavity operating in a single transverse mode. The reason is that the large intermodal dispersion looks incompatible with maintaining over successive cavity roundtrips a coherent and ultrashort beam profile. Very recent investigations [3] showed that specific conditions do allow mode locking with a few transverse modes. These new findings entail important applications, such as increasing the power range of compact ultrafast lasers. They also bring new investigation tools to a fascinating area of fundamental research, namely ultrafast spatiotemporal dynamics. This area, which has typically been the ground of laser filamentation involving complex and bulky experimental systems, is now open for a more systematic investigation using the versatile and convenient fiber laser platform. In this project proposal, by using multimode ultrafast fiber laser cavities, we anticipate to explore a full new range of spatiotemporal dynamics, from coherent pulse states to chaotic ones. Coherent pulse states include transverse multimode locking, multimode beam cleanup [4], as well as the formation of spatiotemporal soliton molecules.

Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to develop experimentally multimode ultrafast fiber lasers, as well as to implement the spatiotemporal characterization techniques required to investigate new physical phenomena, such as complex pattern formations. Our fiber laser lab is well equipped to build various laser architectures and perform ultrafast optical characterization. However, multimode ultrafast lasers represent a new activity, which is attracting an increasing focus from the international research scene. This thesis will start in the frame of the development of national and international collaborations, such as with University of Limoges, France, University of Novosibirsk, Russia, and University La Sapienza of Rome, Italy.
The candidate should have a taste for fundamental experimental physics, with a good background in photonics, ideally in ultrafast lasers and fiber optics. Teamwork is an important aspect, which includes interaction with international collaborators, and discussion with specialists of numerical simulations and theoretical nonlinear dynamics. Numerical simulation and/or interfacing skills will be a bonus.
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